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Common
reasons
Time

Money

Energy

Space

collocations

Sample sentences

Timeconsuming/
time-effective/
waste/kill/ time
flies! /ahead of/
behind
inflation / hardearned
/invest/run out
of/ repay
spend/
devote/save/wa
ste/consumptio
n
Handy/convenie
nt/occupy

Firstly, because it is extremely timeconsuming and I do not risk wasting my
time on a job that I am not sure if I can
promote in it or not.

Due to the high rate of inflation in our
country, I prefer to invest some money in a
second job not to run out of money for my
studies.
I believe so because I think that devoting
much energy to this issue will waste the
energy I need for my other priorities in life.

I prefer to have all my books electronically
and read them on my phone because it is
much more convenient and I can have them
everywhere with me. Printed books are not
as handy and I have to carry big bags if I
want to access them everywhere.
Health
nutrition/ long- Another reason would be that the children’s
(physical &
term/ public/
physical and mental health is dependent on
mental)
enjoy/ improve/ their lifestyle especially their nutrition and
affect
sleep hour habits.
Entertainment evening/
Firstly, since the entertainment industry has
nightly/adult/di improved drastically in the last decades, the
gital/ industry type of entertainment which a child
chooses may be so different from his/her
parents that they cannot have a common
choice and spend time together.

Personality

Technology

future Job/
success

Experience

introverted/extr
overted/sociabl
e/
gregarious/selfconfident
/shy/outgoing/
easy-going
/creative/ wellknown /
prominent
information/
telecommunicat
ion/
educational/
medical/
environmental/
employ/
advances in
rewarding/
application/
seek

have/lack/
gain/offer/
undergo/
considerable/in
valuable/
professional/enj
oyable/
memorable/em
otional/spiritual

Secondly, individuals’ personalities are a
great factor that determines their behavior
in such situations; an introverted person
may learn solely from books, however, an
extroverted person may prefer to learn in a
class among other students.

Advances in telecommunication technology
is another reason which I believe people
can live in any city in the world without
getting homesick and pursue their dreams
there.

Furthermore, in my opinion, everybody
should consider what they would like to be
their future job and how their success in
that job would be defined from the first
year of their university studies and plan
their studies and projects accordingly.
Gaining considerable professional
experiment in these part-time jobs during
their university studies is invaluable, as well.

Adventure

wonderful/
dangerous/
have/be looking
for/ offer
Culture
Indigenous/
traditional/
national/
diverse/
embrace/
preserve/
reflect
Equipment
up-to-date/
sophisticated/te
lecommunicatio
n/ require/
Nature/
mother/
ecosystem
commune with/
preserve/ lover/
get back to
Lifestyle
minimalist/
hectic/ healthy/
active/
sedentary/
Learning style visual/ auditory/
verbal/
physical/
logical/social/so
litary
Justice

Despite the probable dangers, some
individuals prefer to experience wonderful
adventures in their life and the excitement
they undergo is before being conservative.
Preserving indigenous cultures of each
region would be the second reason for
which I believe national TV channels should
monitor the diversity in their productions.

Firstly, universities need the governmental
funds to equip their laboratories with up-todate machinery and materials they require
to advance in their sophisticated projects.
Firstly, it is extremely important to preserve
nature for the next generations.

To have a healthy lifestyle, it is crucial to
pay attention to what we eat.

The most important reason which comes to
my mind is the various learning style of the
students. Some students are visual
learners, others may have auditory or
physical learning styles. Hence, we should
include various methods to suit all of them.
social/
Firstly, promoting social and economical
economic/
justice should be the ultimate goal of each
promote/ serve and every government.

Creativity

artistic/
Furthermore, playing various kinds of
scientific/ have/ games stimulates teenagers’ creativity
stimulate
which is crucially influential in their future
success.
Independence financial/
Indeed, one of the most prominent reasons
have/lack/
for everybody who works is to enjoy
enjoy/display
financial independence.
Responsibility mutual/
Firstly, every individual in society is
personal/
responsible for keeping their environment
environmental/ as clean as possible.
Tolerance

Motivation/
incentive

Traffic jam

political/ racial/
religious/
degree/
increase/ for
people/ of
diversity/ have/
show/learn/
foster
internal/ prime/
powerful

Heavy/
light

First and foremost, fostering racial
tolerance in each society can bring about
peace and decency for all.

Providing a strong internal incentive for
children to pursue their dreams on the right
path should be the first priority in
parenting.
On the other hand, avoiding heavy traffic
jams at the beginning of the day helps
freelancers and remote working employees
to boost their efficiency and spend the
saved time on high-quality tasks.
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